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Motivation
q Heterogeneous computing with accelerated-node hardware is 

delivering extreme computational power
q Productive utilization of exascale systems for real-world 

workloads will require sustained application performance
q Heterogeneity raises application development concerns

❍ Codes need to be (re-)developed with hybrid programming methods
❍ High-level programming abstractions for performance portability

q Factors contributing to performance behavior and scaling 
efficiency will make performance variability more acute

q High importance to integrate HPC performance measurement and 
analysis technologies with applications
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Opportunity 
q Fulbright-Nokia Distinguished Chair

❍ Study performance of HPC scientific and
big data applications on LUMI supercomputer

❍ University of Helsinki research host
❍ Bring TAU tools to CSC–IT Center for Science

q Proposed project to work with Vlasiator team
❍ Our groups have been working since summer 2022

q Paper reports research progress thus far
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LUMI (Large Unifed Modern Infrastructure)

https://www.lumi-supercomputer.eu

#3 Top500
#7 Green500

Countries signed EuroHPC declaration
LUMI Consortium
countries

LUMI is main
platform for EC
“Destination
Earth”
research
program
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Vlasiator
q Global hybrid-Vlasov simulation software

❍ Modeling collisionless space plasma physics
❍ Earth's magnetosphere and surrounding solar wind

q Simulates evolution of ion phase-space density
❍ Adaptive Cartesian 3D-3V grid (three spatial, three velocity)
❍ Closure provided by field solver acting on separate, uniform grid

◆ fluid description of electrons and assumptions of quasineutrality
◆ magnetohydrodynamic Ohm's law with Hall and electron pressure gradient

q Spatial grid can be cell-based refined to increase resolution in ROI
❍ Either using parametrized regions
❍ Or refining adaptively during runtime

q Velocity grid is sparse, storing and propagating ions only in regions
of velocity space with non-negligible phase-space density
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Simulation of Supersonic Solar Wind
Interaction of the supersonic 
solar wind with the Earth's 
magnetosphere

A shock and sheath form, 
encompassing the 
magnetosphere, in three 
spatial dimensions

Insets highlight the phase-
space density distribution in 
the three velocity dimensions 
at selected locations
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Vlasiator Code Development
q Written in C++17 with hybrid parallelization

❍ CPU SIMD vectorization
❍ OpenMP threading
❍ MPI

q Simulation space is decomposed over MPI domains
❍ Zoltan library performing recursive coordinate bisection
❍ More recently using recursive inertial bisection

q Vlasiator does load-balancing in the spatial domain
❍ Based on # phase-space cells to propagate in each spatial cell

q Support for SIMT GPU instructions is under development
❍ Vlasov solvers
❍ Field solver
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Relative Performance of Vlasiator Evolution
q Relative performance of 

Vlasiator normalized to the 
performance in the beginning 
of the project

q Global target simulation
❍ Parts of the solar wind
❍ Large part of the 

magnetosphere
q Blue areas give the relative 

performance of Vlasiator
compared to TOP500

q Dark blue is past, dashed 
future
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TAU Project at the University of Oregon
q Research and development effort spanning 30+ years
q Focus on parallel performance problems and technologies
q Performance problem solving framework for HPC research

❍ Integrated, scalable, flexible, portable
❍ Target all parallel programming / execution paradigms

q Integrated performance toolkit (TAU Performance System®)
❍ Multi-level performance instrumentation
❍ Flexible and configurable performance measurement
❍ Widely-ported performance profiling / tracing system
❍ Performance data management and data mining
❍ Open source (BSD-style license)

q Performance analysis of complex software, systems, applications
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TAU Performance System
q Incorporates two performance toolkits

❍ Each provides measurement and analysis support
❍ TAU (Tuning and Analysis Utilities)
❍ APEX (Autonomic Performance Environment for Exascale)

q Differ in respects to observation perspective
❍ TAU: who is doing the “work” (per thread measurement)
❍ APEX: what “work” (task) is done (per task measurement)

q HPC software can require either or both perspectives
q TAU and APEX can be used individually or together
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Phiprof
q Profiling library developed by the Vlasiator team
q Used to profile MPI, OpenMP or both

❍ Supports C, C++, Fortran 2008
❍ Phiprof calls inserted in code
❍ Low overhead (<1 µsec)

q Hierarchical timing report
❍ Statistics:  average, max, min
❍ Different timer regions
❍ Human-readable hierarchical

q Vlasiator used Phiprof early
❍ Guided by estimations of regions that would be computationally expensive
❍ Included with Vlasiator releases
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Phiprof Events in Vlasiator (selection)
q Vlasiator programmers defined meaningful high-level timers to 

give semantic context for regions of computation 
q They defined timers for relevant operations of interest
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So, what’s wrong with Phiprof?
q Nothing!

❍ Phiprof makes visible Vlasiator events of interest
❍ Vlasiator events provide important semantic context
❍ But Phiprof sees what it sees and nothing more

q Is it possible to enhance Phiprof with more sophisticated 
measurement and analysis technology?  Yes!
❍ Reimplement Phiprof API with another profiling interface

◆TAU instrumentation API (both TAU and APEX work)
❍ Run Vlasiator with TAU or/and APEX (without recompiling!)
❍ Voilà !
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Integrating TAU and APEX with Vlasiator
q Bring full TAU and APEX capabilities to Vlasiator
q New features

❍ MPI and OpenMP performance data
❍ GPU performance (CUDA, HIP)
❍ Profiling and tracing
❍ Access to hardware counters
❍ Rich analysis tools
❍ Broad portability
❍ …
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Support for Phiprof Interface
q Reimplement Phiprof

API to interface with 
TAU instrumentation

q Need to correctly 
support Phiprof
hierarchical model

q Vlasiator events 
appear in TAU 
measurement

q Immediate access to 
all of TAU and APEX 
measurement support
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Tracing Support for Vlasiator Events
Trace visualized with Perfetto
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Task Graph of Vlasiator Execution

Dynamic task graph
captured with APEXVlasiator is relatively

hierarchical with some
reuse of mapping functions
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Magnetospheric Simulation on LUMI
q 250 nodes
q Three main solvers

❍ Spatial-space
❍ Velocity-space
❍ Propagate fields

q Majority of 
simulation loop time

q Relative 
contributions at this 
scale was a surprise
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Task Graph of Vlasiator Execution

Original code scheduled work groups 
to all OpenMP threads according to 
the guided strategy with no batch 
limit, occasionally causing single 
threads to receive a disproportionate 
amount of work

By limiting the batch size to 8 
elements and adjusting number of 
threads, the imbalance was alleviated

* Pthread for ofi_uffd_handler

*
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Improvement from Neighbor Caching 
q Problem
❍ EBS revealed inefficient function 

in grid processing
❍ Searching for spatial neighbors 

of simulation cells
get_face_neighbors_of()

❍ Iterated over nearby cells in a
3-cell-wide stencil multiple times

❍ 1000x per cell worst case
q Solution
❍ Cache neighbor results
❍ Performance increase of 5%
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Significant MPI Waiting Suggests Imbalance
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Conclusion
q Implementation of a profiling interface

❍ Integration in profiling tools TAU and APEX
❍ Hierarchical performance information
❍ Profiling and tracing, taskgraph, ...

q Performance engineering for Vlasiator
❍ Time spent in computation steps that have a physical meaning 
❍ High-level timers carry this semantics

q Optimization and further developments
❍ Provide info on where time is spent and how
❍ Guide performance optimization
❍ Leads for GPU port


